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What is domain specificity?

Domain is selection pressure or reproductive 
problem.

Adaptations evolve to solve problems in 
particular domains.

And therefore less well suited to solve 
problems in other domains

E.g.) avoid insects, find mate, help others



VS Domain-general mechanisms

Vervet monkey has three predators.
Leopard - climbing a tree

Eagle – looking up in the air and 
diving straight into the bushes

Snake – standing on hind legs 
and looking into the grass

If some mechanisms may be domain-general
Under Pleistocene(홍석제) condition?

Domain specificity is strongly related 
evolution.



Evolvability constraints

The class of mechanisms that can evolve.

The evolution of altruism
A person who has this constraints 

C_x < r_xy * B_y

Then helping design can spread.

Behavior will be random unless 
It has some means of extracting information 
relevant to theses question from its environment

It has well-defined decision rules



Future of Domain-Specific 
research

From domain-specific knowledge acquisition 
to domain-specific behavioral regulation

Domain specificity may be found 
Not in the form of knowledge structures

But in specialized way in which various procedures 
and cues interact to produce an adaptively 
appropriate behavior.

Monkey learning to avoid snake
If it see another monkey emit a fear .. ?

And if it see another money emit a fear reaction 
toward an artificial flower .. ?



Summary
Cognition mechanisms are adaptations

that were produced over evolutionary time by the operation 
of natural selection,

and they acquired their particular forms as solutions to 
evolutionarily long-enduring adaptive problems.

The origins of domain specificity can be
located in the evolutionary process,

In the selective advantages conferreed by functional design 
in adaptive problem solving

Anthropology and psychology is not independent
A description of the reliably developing architecture of the 
human mind, a collection of cognitive adaptations.
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